Introduction
The so-called critical state is observed for many substances. If, for example, ether is conducted to the point with the temperature 467 K, the preassure 35,5 atm. and the density 0.26 g/cm-^ then it exhibits unusual properties, which do not appear for other values of thermodynamical parameters.
In this state appears the phenomenon of critical opalescence. The response functions, e.g. specific heats, isotermal compressibility, take great values. A neighbourhood of this point where such phenomena occurs is called a critical region (for the definitions see [8] ).
On the basis of ideas proposed in [4] or [10] we try to adopt the geometric formulation of phenomenological thermodynamics (of. [7] ) to description of oritioal phenomena. In our approach the critical region is described by the stable singularities. of lagrangian eubmanifolds (of.
]).
The main points of our approach are as follows: 1°. The principal objects are defined: the ph»se as a symplectic manifold with local ohart (extensive and intensive parameters) in the neighbourhood of critical point, the space of equilibrium states of the concrete system as a lagrangian submanifold of phase spaoe (Hypothesis I).
2°. The notion of stability of lagrangian submanifold is introduced and stability of space of equilibrium states is demanded (Hypothesis II). The stability property allows us to -487 -restrict arbitrariness in the choice of a realistic model of critical phenomena.
3°. As a consequences of the hypotheses we obtain a local properties of the phase diagram (after a suitable modification e.g. Maxwell construction). Using the Legendre transformation and applying the classification theorem classifying the stable spaces of states (Theorem 4.3) we obtain, for a simple system, the critical exponents -y', jl, 8 (Theorem 5.1). The identical exponents were derived in the classical theories (Van der Waals theoiiy, Land!«ul»e theory [8] ). One of the consequences of our model is, obtained explicitely in the generic case, the low of "reotlinear diameter" (Corollary 5.2, on experimental verification of this law see [8] ). The universality of critical exponents is a simple consequence of the applied methods, specially the stability notion.
2. Thermodynamic space Let X.j,.. • (Z^^ (X., > 0 for i = 1*2,...,n+1) denote the set of extensive thermodynamic parameters (cf.
[2]). U is the internal energy of the system. B -a function: E: ]R n+1 -^ H. The function E provides the so-called fundamental equation: U = E(X.j,... ,X n+1 ). The first-order homogeneouity of the function E allows us to write this equation in the form u := U/X n+1 = e(x^,...,x n ) := E(x^,...,x fl ,1), where x^ := (thermodynamic densities). The first law of thermodynamics (infinitesimally) has the form du = n = > ! p^dx^, where p^ are the thermodynamic forces, which for a equilibrium state of the system are given by the following equations: p.^ := 9e/3x i , i = 1,2,...,n, the so-called equations of state.
Let ( p®,... ,p°,x!j,... ) be coordinates of critical point (e.g. p . T", v", S" for a simple system). We use The'next step of our construction is the following Hypothesis II.
The space of equilibrium states of the thermodynamical system is a stable lagrangian submanifold in the phase space with the special symplectic structure (n? n ,p, Now the problem of local structure of the phase diagram in the critical region can be taken up (cf.
[2]). Let L be the space of states of the system and i the embedding of this space into the phase space. We denote t := ^ » i and CL :«={xeiR n : dim Ker r*(x) 4 0}. The sets I :=*(CL)cp and i(CL) , are called the limiting phase diagram (appear contour) and respectively the limiting set of metastable states (spinodal curve). The set I provides us the phase diagram (as in thermodynamics) after some convencional modifications. 4 . Local properties of the stable phase diagrams On the basis of Hypothesis I the space of states L is generated by the internal energy e (with "respect to the structure (v£ n ,Xfir2,*2)). Remark 4.
1. An assumption of the Hypothesis i.B. is a generic property, i.e. tne case o± lagrangian submanifold for which there exist a generating function e is typical as in the. following proposition. Proposition 4.2. The subset in the space of germs of lagrangian submanifolds such that for every submanifold (L,0), from this subset, there exists a germ of smooth function e: (X,0)-R generating the submanifold (L,0) is open and dense. An every submanifold (T.,0) is equivalent to such which in the special structure 0R? n ,X,ir2,iJ-2) t has a generating function. is called the Legendre transformation (cf. [10] ).
For further considerations we assume that 0 €KL is a degenerated and isolated critical point of function e, besides we assume that e has 3 finitely determined singularity. This means that the ideal, ...n the ring of germs at zero of smooth functions, generated by de/dx^,...,de/dxn includes a power of the maximal ideal. Because e is a finitely determined germ, KL is an algebraic set (cf. [3] ). In the same way the set I is also algebraic (locally), so there exists a finite 
Proof.
Let (1,0) be a germ of lagrangian submanifcld, L. CT*R n and $ symplectomorphism of the fiber space T*R n = R 2n , (T^.O) --(!i'*lR n fO). We need the following lemma (see e.g. [11] ).
Lemma. Let $ be a lagrangian equivalence of T*R n . Then a) $ is uniquely determined by a pair (0, V), where 6-diffeomorphism Qs (R n ,0)- ( Integrating the first equation of (i) we obtain
(ii) P(Dq8) T = p + (J»(q ), v/here (p:(lR n r0)--R n is a smooth mapping. 
5» Generic critical ¿xponents for the simple system Let us denote by t T -T, P = P -Pc the intensive parameters, where T , p
are thu coordinates of critical C C -495 -point, T and p the temperature and the preassure. Let (s,tf) be an extensive variables at a neighbourhood of (s c »v c ), where v = + v" is the volume of one mole of the system, G s -entropy, (s",v") -coordinates of a critical point (cf. c c [8] ), g:(t,p) -g(t,p) -Gibbs potential. The second derivatives of g, at the critical region, provides us an important information about the thermodynamical properties of the system. An exponents in the infinitesimal power-laws of divergences of these derivatives are called the critical exponents.
Let us take a real isothermal process conducted under temperature t. We denote by v Q (t), v L (t) the molar volumes of gas and liquid phases, respectively, at the limiting points of the set of coexistance phases (as in Figure below) How we can introduce the respective critical exponents (cf. [8] ):
Km -isothermal compressibility, K^ := -¡1" f 3p 0: pM ~ (sgn 15-) | * | , t « 0.
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In the case of our simple system dim L = 2. According to iTheorem 4.3 as stable there can appear the following lagrangian submanifolds: A.J,A2,Ay Henoe we can say that in the neighbourhood of a fixed equilibrium state, the space of states has one of the mentioned above singularities. The more detailed treatment is as follows.
A.j) In the neighbourhood of such point the space L has a "good" projection both on X and P. The Gibbs potential g is a regular function, thus such point is not identified with the critical point, and is called a regular point of L.
Ap) Such states corresponds to a totally unstable states (thermodynamic stability £2]), in the neighbourhood of which there are the regular metastable states. Aj) In the stable case such points appears as'an isolated points adhering to the set of codimension one of A2 -points and to the set of codimension zero |of A^ -points. The A^ -points we identify with the critical points of matter.
Let P * X, with the coordinates {t,p,Sjj»}, be a phase [space of the system. By G we denote jt.he group of preserving zero sympleotomorphisms of the special structure (P* X,P,3T.,, ft,). 4 Let Lcp «1 = be a space of equilibrium states possessing at zero the singular point of type A^. As a conclusion of this assumption we obtains the following Theorem 5.1.
There exists an open and dense subset of the space of germs of lagrangian submanifolds of type A^ such that for every element of this set we have the following values of critical exponents fS = 1/2, f = 1, 5 = 3.
(the critical exponents are the invariants of action of deformation group G in this subset). Pro o«f . By Theorem 4.3 we take the function f(x.,,x0) = A 9 O ' = +x^+(x2+x^) . The Legendre transformation of a piece K^ of lagrangian submanifold K has a form:
(ii) y = +4x^+4x1(x2+x^), y2 = 2(x2+x 2 ).
Hence where R(<e(s) ,jr(ir(s)) (s)) = 0. The curve "J^ has no physical meaning (like the Van der Waals theory). Henoe after a study of dependence of (ix) on the curve we obtain the thesis of our Lemma, i.e. -jf'= 1. Let us set in (iv) and (v) t = 0. Physical attainability of the above introduced quantities impose some restrictions onto the coefficients of its expansions. The aim of our considerations has been a derivation of critical exponents, hence we omit the problem of above mentioned physical quantities.
We have proposed the general features of a possible approach to critical phenomena. In order to consider the concrete systems the approach must be enriched, for example the symmetry properties of ferromagnet (e.g. uniaxial ferromagnet) defines some constraints on the physically attainable spaces of equilibrium states (cf. [6] ). The consequent description, by-the singularity theory methods, in different cases, leads 'to the different mathematical problems and provides and interesting physical conclusions (cf.
[6], [5] ).
III more complicated oases Theorem 4.3 becomes insufficient and it is necessary to extend it with respect to the dimension (as in [11] ) and in the presence of constraints.
The symplectic framework applied to the composite system (according to [2] ), i.e. the system defined as a conjunction of disjoint subsystems, provides as a conclusion the Maxwell convention. In this way one can obtain the space of coexisten- #) ce states as in the figure contained in the text .
